Development of Cloud and Mobile
based Sports Networking
Platform for CoTrain
Outcome Delivering IT Company

TalentPace involvement in this indigenous mobile application development helped our customer with sustained growth and 1000’s of app downloads from across the globe.

Client is a serial investor who builds the companies from ground

Customer Profile

with innovative product thoughts in the cloud environment.

Client wanted to develop an enterprise social networking platform

Business Scenario

that runs on Mobile and Web environments. Application should
bring the likeminded game players on to a common ground where
they can team up and play games.
Functional Requirements have to be derived from high level
business goal.
Customer doesn’t have any technical team or process in place.
Required a reliable partner who can develop the secured and
scalable platform.
Required a reliable partner to maintain and enhance the
application continuously.
Timelines to deliver the application are very short

Domain expertise of TalentPace has helped customer to convert

Solution Delivered

his business thoughts into a proper application.
Designed and developed entire application and delivered
successfully within the agreed schedules.
Followed Agile

Scrum

methodology

and

ensured

close

co-working with customer and developed the software that met
100% business objectives of the customer.
Teams followed excellent communication and coordination
techniques by identifying dependent and independent tasks and
prioritized them for parallel development to meet tight schedules.
Developed cross platform hybrid mobile application for Android
and iOS platforms
Immediate attention to critical customer issues to achieve high
customer satisfaction with in the agreed SLA's.
Integrated with multiple third party technologies and applications
and developed reliable solution.
Database Administration and Management services include
administration tasks that are required for the physical database
organization such as systems DBA activities.
Customer has focused exclusively on the business while

Business Benefits

software development headaches are completely handled by
TalentPace Technical team.
Customer is able to get the solution which met 100% of his
business objectives in quick turnaround time and with limited
budgets.
Hybrid application development model adopted for Mobile
development have helped the customer to get mobile solution
with in 60% of the planned cost.

.NET

Technologies

MVC4
Entity framework
REST API
HTML5/CSS3
JQuery Mobile
Phone gap
QuickBlox Android API
QuickBlox iOS API

Being a startup we were very cautious in choosing an IT
partner to shape our concept and launch our mobile
application. TalentPace, eventually become an essential
contributor with their proven experiences in Mobile
application development. It was great working with them as
they are very professional and mature understanding the
business need and immediately converting concepts into
virtual reality. It was a delight partnering with TalentPace
and we are happy to continue with them.
Niru
Head, Operations ,
CoTrain
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